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1. Summary 

1.1 Introduction

This report represents the results of an action research project undertaken by Daisi in March 2016:

exploring the potential of Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery and Exeter Royal Albert Memorial

Museum and Gallery (RAMM) to utilize their museum collections (hereafter referred to as Museum

Collections) as a source of inspiration for digital creativity with young people.

This report draws from three short workshop programmes involving almost 60 young people

engaging with the Museum Collections both at RAMM and in school.  In addition, desk research was

undertaken to explore good practice elsewhere as well as identifying preliminary issues around

licensing and distribution platforms.

Whilst the focus of this action research project is on digital creativity and young people, we

examined the intersection between those factors in relation to the role of the artist, the museum,

and museum artefacts more generally.  Many of the issues relevant to creativity in museums also

apply to digital creativity in museums.  Where we observed issues specific to digital creativity we

have noted this.

In addition, there has been a great deal written about creative engagement with digital technology

based on longer term research and practice than was available during this action research project.

This ‘snapshot’ is intended as a starting point for a more in-depth research in practice project that

will be related to Art Machina: developing models of young people-led digital arts practice.

1.2 Summary of Findings

Overall, the action research project suggests that the Museum Collections can be used as a rich

resource and valuable research tool for digital creativity, given the right conditions and support

mechanisms are in place.

The following key points can be summarized from the report:

Working within the Museum

• Perceptions of the museum as inaccessible to young people need to be continually
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challenged

• Helping people feel comfortable and welcomed within the museum space is important

• Interaction between the artist and museum staff can enhance the potential of developing

digital creative work from the Museum Collections

• Access to equipment and software in the museum is necessary for effective development of

digital creativity

Working with Museum Artefacts

• Physical access to at least some museum artefacts is important for digital creativity (ideally

including tactile contact)

• Short sourcing, reflection and research sessions interspersed with 'making' time is likely to

be most effective when accessing artefacts in the museum

Working with the Museum Collections online

• Accessible, impactful and useable online interfaces were key to keeping the interest of

young people focused on the Museum Collections

• Making connections between the physical and online collections is an effective means to

support the digital creative process, with an actual visit to the museum significantly

enhancing that process

The Creative Process

• Young people are most effectively supported in their digital creativity by a joint working

relationship between artist, museum and educator

• Opportunities for distribution and co-creation are particularly rich for digitally produced

artworks

• Educating children and young people to research source materials effectively is a key skill in

enabling digital creativity
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2. Context and Purpose

2.1 Partners

Daisi is the arts education organisation for Devon and Torbay, working alongside more than 100

professional artists to create arts experiences with over 7,000 young people each year.  Daisi works

across all art forms - from dance to literature, media arts to music - and with children and young

people from pre-school age to their late teens, both in and out of school. Woven into all their

projects are learning and development opportunities for teachers, school communities, artists and

other partners, strengthening confidence and ability to work effectively with the arts and young

people in their own, unique settings. Daisi advocates widely for the positive impact of arts activities

on outcomes for young people across their learning and social needs, documenting and evaluating

their work in order to influence good practice in the region and beyond.

RAMM, Exeter’s Royal Albert Memorial Museum and Art Gallery is a flagship Exeter City Council

service, working with a range of partners to reach wider audiences, offer dynamic and top-quality

exhibitions, access funding, and play a role at both a national and local level.

Current partners include museums and heritage centres such as Plymouth City Museum & Art

Gallery; funding bodies such as Arts Council England; academic institutions; cross-sector

collaborators from the fields of youth services, health and wellbeing; environmental and wildlife

organisations; and festival organisers.  Many of the museum’s objects can be found online via the

South West Collections Explorer Service.

Partnerships with many of the country's leading museums and galleries have enabled RAMM to have

an exciting programme of temporary exhibitions.  With four newly-refurbished, high-specification

exhibition galleries, RAMM brings an even wider variety of national touring exhibitions to the South

West.

Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery houses a wide variety of collections covering the fine and

decorative arts. It has been actively collecting since 1897 and has nine permanent galleries, two

exhibition galleries and hundreds of events and activities throughout the year. The museum also
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provides an education service for schools, colleges, universities, pre-school children and young

people, plus outreach and access services for community groups and adults.

Over 4000 of the museum’s objects can be found on their website. In addition, the Museum has

commissioned new digital photography of 100 of its most significant items including 25 3D models

and this set of resources is key to promote creative engagement with Plymouth’s collection whilst it

is closed from mid-2016 to 2020, when the collections reopen as part of a major new History Centre

development.

2.2 Purpose of Action Research Project

Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery and RAMM, through their Reach South West (RSW) Major

Partner Museum programme, commissioned Daisi to undertake active research into how objects in

their collections can serve as the source of inspiration and/or subject of digital art works for young

people.

This report is in anticipation of two new initiatives planned for 2016 and beyond: Art Machina, a

project devised by Daisi to explore young people-led digital arts practice; and Reach South West, a

joint Museum project to make Museum Collections accessible through a redesigned South West

Collections Explorer Service from July 2016.

This report is a starting point for development of partnership work between the Museums and Daisi,

involving the creation of young-people led digital artswork based on inspiration drawn from Museum

Collections.
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3. Action Research Framework

3.1 Outline of Action Research Process

The framework was devised by Daisi and developed by action research consultants Fisher Hayes

(Clare Fisher and Jennie Hayes) in partnership with teacher and artist Sam Eyre.  The action research

was undertaken by Clare Fisher and Jennie Hayes with additional input from Tim Bland (desk

research) and Liz Hill (Daisi’s Director).

The action research project took place over three weeks in March 2016 and involved a preliminary

exploration of the following questions:

1. What are the challenges and opportunities for working with digital creativity with Museum

Collections?

2. How might digital creative practice be developed by young people in the context of the

Museum Collections?

3. What is the potential of the creative process when engaging with Museum Collections?

4. What are the issues around access, distribution platforms and licensing that need to be

considered for this work to take place effectively?

5. What are examples of good practice elsewhere?

6. How might work with the Museum Collections connect to anticipated outputs & outcomes

from Art Machina and in relation to Arts Award?
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3.2 Methods

Three programmes of workshops explored the ways in which young people could work with the

Museum Collections in partnership with artists using digital media.  These workshops included

sourcing material online and at RAMM.

Workshop programme 1: three after-school club workshops with five children from Year 5 from The

Maynard School, Exeter, with sound artist Simon Belshaw.  The artist and a parent supported young

people to interact with museum objects to explore the possibilities for capturing sound.  Follow on

workshops used the collected sound to make an audio piece using coding.

Workshop programme 2: one and a half day workshop with 30 children from Year 3 at St Sidwell’s

School, Exeter, with artist George Barron from Double Elephant Print Workshop.  The school sourced

images from the Museums Collections online sites in advance of the artist’s visit.  The artist worked

with the children to produce dry-point etchings and mono-prints inspired by sourced images, which

were then worked into a combined piece using Photoshop.

Workshop programme 3: two days workshop with 22 GCSE Art and Photography Students from Year

11 at Coombeshead Academy, with artist Tony Minnion.  The young people spent one day at RAMM

supported by the artist and teachers to use museum artefacts as inspiration for digital artworks.  A

further day was spent in school making final pieces.

The workshops were observed by action research consultants Clare Fisher and Jennie Hayes.

Informal interviews and focus groups were held with the young people during the course of the

workshops.  Email or phone interviews were held with artists and teachers post workshops.  Desk

research undertaken by Tim Bland related to good practice, access, distribution platforms and

licensing.  Consideration of issues around relationship to Arts Award and Art Machina was

undertaken by Liz Hill, Daisi’s Director.  The resulting report combines data from these sources and

provides suggestions for key learning outcomes.

For a summary of the Action Research Framework, please see Appendix A.
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4. Outcomes

4.1 Working within the Museum

Two workshops within RAMM with artists Simon Belshaw and Tony Minnion were observed.

Workshop participants were asked about their current and potential future relationship with the

museum:

61% had visited the museum before
57% would visit the museum again

4.1.1. Perceptions of the museum as inaccessible to young people need to be continually

challenged.

The Museum Collections provide an excellent resource for young people to make digital art,

however, the Museum is likely to be overwhelming, especially for first time visitors, and has to

counteract a perception of Museums generally as dusty, dry and inaccessible to young people.

“It’s for families and old people”.
Participant

4.1.2. Helping young people feel comfortable and welcomed within the museum space is

important.

Very simple ‘house-keeping’ steps can be put in place to help overcome this perception and to help

young people feel comfortable within the space.  Museum staff can play a key role in welcoming

young visitors to the building, making them feel at ease and ensuring they know where key facilities

can be found.  In addition, safe places to leave bags and belongings proved essential to participants

who had walked to the Museum from a local school.

A simple introduction to the collection and ways to offer access to the material can create a positive

framework for the day.

Comfortable spaces to work in, including appropriate seating, and a space to ‘re-group’ throughout

the day are important.  Participants need space to discuss their work in groups, work on their

creative material, as well as carry out quiet observations.  These considerations help to create an
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environment conducive to learning, where participants can develop a sense of ‘belonging’ that helps

to break down perceived barriers.  It was therefore extremely valuable to have access to a working

space (mezzanine) and access to some handling artefacts, for one workshop, as it provided an

important opportunity to feel part of the museum whilst visiting.

“I think if I were here I would spend all my time in this room”.
Participant

4.1.3. Interaction between the artist and museum staff can enhance the potential of developing

digital creative work from the Museum Collections.

The support given to artists by Museum staff when working with young people is also vital.  Museum

staff with specialist knowledge of the collections can play an important part in helping artists to fully

utilize the resources at hand.  Museum staff can provide a narrative to the collections which can both

deepen and strengthen the artist’s own research, as well as enable them to access the collection in

the most useful and relevant way.  This, in turn, helps the artist engage young people.

“Museum staff add narrative to objects, expert information enriches the experience – at its
best this relationship is informative both ways”.
Artist

4.1.4. Access to equipment and software in the museum is necessary for effective development of

digital creativity.

Young people involved in the workshops used equipment and software either provided by the artist

or school, or, their own mobile phones.  In the case of the day-long workshop, the artist used his own

laptop and projector to demonstrate how he would make work based on his findings in the Museum

Collections.  As a workshop there was no specific plan to develop work further on site, but young

people would have benefited from having access to a computer and appropriate software (or other

relevant materials) to develop their work further during the day.
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4.2 Working with Museum Artefacts

4.2.1. Physical access to at least some Museum artefacts is important for digital creativity (ideally

including tactile contact).

It was clear that being in physical contact with the artefacts and exhibits had a positive impact on

how participants responded to the artists and how they started to interact with the digital tools

available to them.  Access to the physical objects through touch and other senses were important

triggers to the creative process:

“I prefer it when we can touch stuff so we can see what it feels like, like you get
more experience from it than from seeing it from behind a glass case, that just feels like you
could see something and read a card and that’s all you can do with it”.

“It (touching) might affect the way you think about it and how you might take a photograph
of it”.

“When we do photo shoots we have to do annotations on our course work and we could
explain what it felt like and stuff like that”.

Participants

In addition, all three artists involved in the action research felt that a better sense of an object could

be gained through touch and that a sense of shape, size and texture can be important as a source of

inspiration.

“Tactile contact with them [physical objects] is added sensory value – smell, feel”.
Artist

4.2.2 Short sourcing, reflection and research sessions interspersed with 'making' time is likely to

be most effective when accessing artefacts in the Museum.

Most young people found it difficult to articulate why they chose particular objects as inspiration,

other than general comments about 'liking' the object or it being relevant to a project they were

undertaking. Many children and young people were, understandably, attracted to the large animals

from the Natural History collection, such as the elephant and giraffe. In addition, several participants

were attracted to World Cultures sections with a particular interest in weapons and tools on

display. Although interest in these artefacts continued throughout the workshop, further exploration

of the museum later in the day meant that participants found objects they had not discovered on
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initial exploration.

One participant was particularly attracted to the butterfly collection and spent most of the day

making drawings in this room.

“I could stay here all day, and draw butterflies”.
Participant

Several participants were attracted to the smaller items in the Natural History collection such as the

starfish and insects.  However, individual preferences also directed young people to costumes,

decorative arts, masks and fossils, amongst other artefacts.

Overall, short directed sessions to source and reflect on artefacts (around half an hour to 45 minutes

in length) were more effective than long sessions of free time where participants could wander off

task or risk getting bored. Short sourcing, reflection and research sessions, therefore, interspersed

with 'making' time is likely to be most effective.

‘Spending so much time looking at objects was a bit of a drag’.
Participant
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4.3 Working with the Museum Collections online

Two of the workshops utilized the Museum Collections online: one in school to find source images

for printmaking; one in the museum to reconsider and find out about objects they had physically

found in the Museum.

Feedback from participants using the online collection as their research tool were divided as follows:

o 32% thought the online collection was ok but they wouldn’t look at it again
o 52% thought the online collection was good, they might use it again
o 16% thought the online collection was excellent, they would definitely use it again

4.3.1. Accessible, impactful and useable online interfaces were key to keeping the interest of

young people focused on the Museum Collections .

The Museums’ online collections are excellent research tools, and a valuable resource for young

people to access Museum Collections within their own learning environments.  Immediate impact is

key to attracting and keeping young people engaged with the museum collections online.

Teacher feedback suggested that the website was quite difficult for younger children (7-8 years) to

navigate.  The text content and layout were not seen as being 'child-friendly' with the language and

level of interactivity being aimed more at adults.  A South West Collections Explorer children's 'zone'

with more interactive graphics, child-friendly text, 'did you know' facts, links to related artefacts, or

the use of Gerald the Giraffe as a guide would, perhaps, be more engaging and inspiring for this age

group.

In addition, young people are so familiar with searching the internet that the online collections are

forced to compete with images easily found from other national and international online sources.

Children who were given the choice to source images of skeletons from RAMM and from Google

Images were more inspired by the images of complete and intricate animal skeletons found on the

internet than by the RAMM collection, but another topic may well produce a greater range of

artefacts in a way that skeletons did not.  This suggests that teachers would be quite selective about

which topics would work well using the collection, and which wouldn't.

Young people using the online collection, therefore, were likely to transfer to another site if they

didn’t find the material they were looking for quickly.  Having relevant searchable images that are
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easy to download (for example, with a download link), along with useful and attractive learning

resources, is key to retaining the user on the site.  Cross-referencing, signposting, appropriate and

stimulating tagging together with high quality accessible supporting information all help to keep

young people engaged.

The intervention of an artist was helpful to ensure that participants stayed on site (and on topic) and

could learn the value of engaging with the collection in a useful and explorative manner.  The artist

was able to inspire and enthuse participants.

“When you draw something from the online collection the artist shows you what to do after
working on a computer, we can see what they do is good”.
Participant

4.3.2 Making connections between the physical and online collections is an effective means to

support the digital creative process, with an actual visit to the Museum significantly enhancing

that process.

To use the online presence effectively as a research tool, the most effective projects are likely to

involve an actual visit to the museum. Visiting the museum enables the participant to experience the

atmosphere that is distinctive to collections, generating a response in itself.

“A visit to the museum…used in combination with the digital collection would have been
beneficial.   Seeing the artefacts on site might have allowed for more observational drawing
opportunities and would have added another layer of exploration, providing a more 'rounded'
and inspiring experience”.
Daisi volunteer

Therefore, making connections between the physical and online collections can support the creative

process.  One group of young people had the opportunity to see how the artist made links between

the physical object in the museum, his own drawing/photograph of it, how his personal story related

to objects he had found, and the image online.  Young peoples experience of the online collections

are enhanced, therefore, when an artist demonstrates how best it can be explored and researched.

“Having worked with the physical collection, the cross referencing work using the online
collection afterwards had more impact”.
Artist
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4.4 The Creative Process

4.4.1 Young people are most effectively supported in their digital creativity by a joint working

relationship between artist, museum and educator.

Working with artists in museum settings and with museum artefacts can provide an important

creative stimulus for working with young people.  Artists enable a fresh perspective which can be key

to engaging young people, especially where perceptions of museums and who they are for might

inhibit that access.  Artists in this context act as facilitator, inspirer, educator and interpreter.  In the

case of the workshop with Coombeshead Academy, the artist not only supported young people in

their creative process but worked alongside young people to  develop his own ideas for a piece of

digital artwork, which he then demonstrated to the group.  This offered a first hand example of a

digital artist’s creative response to the museum’s collections which ‘freed up’ participants to look at

the artefacts with their own particular and unique creative perspective.  The artist offers the

potential for new ways of seeing and interpreting the collections, increasing the opportunities for

artefacts to have relevance to young people and to make personal and creative connections.

“It was really different working with an artist because they do things in a different way and
show how you how to see things in a different way”
Participant

“It doesn’t look like you can do anything with it at the time but when you start to change the
way you look at things it can go together differently”
Participant, in response to artist’s working process

An artist is less able to provide the contextual narrative to museum collections, unless they have

spent significant time researching the material for their own interest or purpose, or have been

supported to work with museum staff members prior to a workshop.  This is where museum staff

members, for example, the Museum Education Officer, can provide a crucial role.  Museum staff can

provide contextual information around museum artefacts which might otherwise be inaccessible to

participants, educators and artists.

It is crucial that, when working with schools groups, accompanying teachers are engaged with the

process and value the work young people are doing.  It helps greatly if young people can see that

their teachers are interested in their work; and if the work made can be further developed in school

time.  Whilst this can sometimes lead to competing agendas, as teachers understandably have

targets to reach and educational content to deliver, it is important to take those agendas into
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account when planning creative interventions.  This can be done through good communication prior

to the museum engagement, and use of mechanisms to tap into curriculum themes (through

supporting information in the museum and curriculum based tagged images on line, for example).

“It was a real treat having an artist to work with the children and for the children to have had
a chance to respond creatively and to produce quality outcomes”.
Teacher

Importantly, enabling and supporting teachers to access appropriate software and hardware is key to

the development of digital art by young people in schools.  This may be an issue of training and

access to equipment in some cases.  However, approaching skills-sharing as a two-way process with

young people leading on accessible digital forms, is an excellent way to empower and enable young

people’s confidence in digital creativity.

This three-way relationship between museum staff, artist and teacher/educator can provide a rich

and supportive framework for young people to find their own creative voice in response to museum

collections. Whilst this action research project was primarily interested in work which would be

young-people led, we identified the need for young people initially to be led by the artist to view the

museum collections in different ways.  This enabled participants to ‘look again’ at artefacts, relate

them to their personal and social lives and their own creative process.  Through this creative

interaction an object which is initially dismissed can gain relevance and interest, helping to

counteract the potential for young people to feel either overwhelmed by or disengaged with the

museum collections.

The potential for digital creativity in the museum and with museum artefacts, therefore, is likely to

be best served by a productive three-way relationship between young people as creators; the artist

as inspirer; and the museum staff member as provider of narrative context.

“With a teacher it’s always boring but with an artist it’s exciting!”
Participant
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4.4.2 Opportunities for distribution and co-creation are particularly rich for digitally produced

artworks.

However, observation of young people working with digital technology during these workshops

identified that much of the need for support is exactly as is needed for any kind of medium:

adequate resources, inspirational ideas, encouragement, practical support and confidence building,

for example.

Two issues specific to the digital creative process, however, are touched upon here.

With regard to engaging with museum artefacts, young people’s use of their own technology

(personal phones and associated apps) can provide an accessible and low-cost method for collecting

source material.  The confidence with which young people utilize this resource means that images

can be gathered quickly and effectively without the need for extended support or intitial training.

In addition, an undisputable benefit of working with digital artefacts (image, video or sound files for

example) is the ease of distribution for curation, creation and co-creation.  Young people are

accustomed to using digital media as part of their everyday lives and have few barriers for

incorporating these mechanisms into a creative process.

4.4.3 Educating children and young people to research source materials effectively is a key skill in

enabling digital creativity.

One disadvantage of the ease of use of, for example, the mobile phone as a camera, is that quickly

snapping can be a replacement for really seeing what is there.  Again, an informed artist, teacher or

museum staff member can help to alleviate this and encourage the consideration of an object in a

new way.

To encourage work within the museum that is ‘young-people’ led, therefore, interpretation and

context is key, alongside educating children to research source materials effectively. This is an

important part of enabling digital creativity, and should include support for the development of

knowledge about how to use a collection, how to select and how to edit towards a fruitful creative

outcome.
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5. Distribution Platforms and Licensing

5.1 Distribution Platforms

Young people are accustomed to utilising digital technology in their daily lives through mobile

phones, tablets and laptops.  In the action research workshops young people in the museum readily

used their own phones as part of the creative process.  They spontaneously used apps including

Snapchat (video messaging); Retrika (photo filters and effects); Filtergrid (photo filters and effects)

and VSCO (editing and image distribution platform).  Follow-on work with artists went on to use

Audacity, Python and Photoshop.

There are a number of digital platforms on which the products of digital art projects can be

published.  For example, project blogs can be set up and updated regularly with text and images.

There are a number of free blogging solutions such as Google’s Blogger platform or Wordpress.

Video work can be distributed on platforms such as www.youtube.com or www.vimeo.com where a

number of digital arts projects can be found.  Apps such as Periscope allow users to stream video via

Twitter, with Twitter followers notified when a live stream starts.  Users are also able to search for

streams by geographical area.

Whilst some schools and educational establishments have restrictions on accessing sites for child

protection reasons, outside schools most young people do readily access a wide range of online sites.

Overall, a range of distribution platforms, many of which are free and easy to use, provide a fabulous

opportunity for the distribution of work made by young people in response to the Museum

Collections.

Other resources include Fablab Devon which offers a great network of resources for digital creators,

coders and artists.  The resources offered through membership can help with networking, access to

facilities and other resources.  Additionally, Digital Exeter and Digital Plymouth host regular

networking meetings which can provide ongoing mechanisms for keeping up to date with advances

in technology.

www.youtube.com
www.vimeo.com
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Finally, The Space is Arts Council England’s digital arts platform.  Created in partnership with the BBC,

the mission of the Space is to develop, commission and host digital art across all art forms. Artists

and organisations are able to apply for commissions through an annual commissioning process.

For more information about distribution platforms, please see Appendix B.

5.2 Licensing

Museum digital resources are generally governed by a licence which will outline restrictions and

opportunities for use of the collections.  A number of museums are increasingly offering resources

from their website under a Creative Commons License for non-profit use.  The key factor that will

influence copyright and licensing is usage – many licenses allow artists and educational institutions to

use resources, such as images of artefacts, for non-profit purposes.

For more information about copyright and licensing, please see Appendix B.
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6. Lessons from Good Practice

There are a number of projects taking place in partnership with museums around the UK exploring

ways to make museum collections accessible to young people working with digital creativity.

RAMM is also finding ways to bridge the gap between the physical collection and the online

presence, such as through the Exeter Time Trail project and the creation of a 3d copy of a Nigerian

Omo Bell.  Projects such as these enable connections to digital creativity by inviting young people

topost responses; and offer future potential for creation of objects which can be handled, a key issue

raised by participants in all three workshops.

Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery encourage school groups visiting the museum to explore

their collection through digital devices. Their website lists a number of recommended apps that can

be used to capture, reimagine and deconstruct the collection. (link here:

http://www.plymouth.gov.uk/museumsonsitevisits)

For full details of good practice projects identified during this action research project, please see

Appendix C.

7. Opportunities and Challenges

7.1 Opportunities

Accessible digital media

Our action research workshops utilised both physical and online collections.  Digital processes were

used freely in conjunction with more traditional processes such as drawing and print-making.  There

was little sense of any boundaries between these media on the part of young people.  In addition,

digital means were used at various stages of the creative process: at the beginning to collect records

of artefacts for future reference; during the process, for example, photographing sketches made in

pencil; and at completion, for example, using Photoshop to layer images or Audacity to layer sound.

The artist as inspirer

Young people’s experience was greatly enhanced when the artist was able to demonstrate research

techniques and facilitate the creation of work; helping participants see the potential within the

http://www.plymouth.gov.uk/museumsonsitevisits
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collection, cross referencing images and themes and demonstrating how to use gathered material to

form a creative response.

Physical access

Concerns about being able to photograph images through glass were ill-founded.  Although young

people were sometimes challenged by issues of focus, glare and dim lighting conditions, they

adapted well to those challenges and, in some cases, were able to access digital images online if they

required a higher quality image.  However, there were challenges with a desire for physical access to

artefacts as previously discussed.

Museum staff as key to creative work

It is important that young people are actively engaged at all times, rather than just observing.

Although we were unable to work directly with museum staff on this project, due to time

constraints, we believe this would have added an important contextual framework to the project.

Distribution and creative connections

With a proliferation of easily accessible distribution platforms such as Facebook, Wordpress, Vimeo

and YouTube, there has arguably never been a better time to support young people not only to make

but to distribute creative output.  Indeed, there is much to learn from young people in doing so.  In

recent years it has become unnecessary to rely on inaccessible websites for distribution: whilst this

can potentially lead to a decline in design quality, the compensation for this can be seen in terms of

access and ease of use.

Museum Collections, therefore, can offer huge opportunities for digital creativity with young people

at all stages of the creative process.

“It's out of school... and 'real life'... there is access to a massive range of items from across
time / history / culture... huge possibilities to develop projects in a vast number of areas”
Teacher

7.2 Challenges

Challenges to developing the Museum Collections as inspiration for digital creativity with young

people tend to fall into three categories: perceptions of the museum, access to equipment and

software and physical access.
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Perceptions of the museum

Despite the best intentions of museums over recent years to improve access, interpretation and

educational opportunities, it appears that for at least some of the young people engaged in our

action research project, ‘the museum’ is dry, dusty and targeted towards older people and families

looking for a day out.  Whilst working with an artist in the museum did help to counteract some of

those perceptions, there was still a significant minority who did not imagine that they would visit the

museum again. Overcoming this barrier and encouraging ownership of the museum by young people

is key to further creative development.

‘It would be great if it was more like an arcade…’
Participant

Access to equipment and materials

A significant challenge for making digital art in the museum is access to production materials and

equipment to take the creative process to the next stage. Whilst this was not an aspect of the action

research project that we had the opportunity to explore in detail, it would be a factor to consider for

future work. Without access to materials and equipment (computers and software) within the

museum as part of digital creative exploration for young people, there are significant limitations to

the level of engagement that can take place.

In addition, whilst immediate access to equipment is possible through use of participant’s own

mobile phones, use of other kinds of technical equipment (sound recorders, video recorders etc) is

likely to require access to specialist equipment and software alongside support to develop advanced

skills.

Physical Access

Many children and young people engaging with the collections desired the ability to touch the

artefacts, whether accessing them in the museum or online.  Physical access to the majority of

precious objects in the museum is clearly not possible for obvious reasons of security and

preservation.  However, a good handling collection does provide a compromise solution to this

difficulty, although this requires similar supporting narratives to the main display collection.  In

addition, excellent interpretation materials provide a context to the artefacts which is important for

creative development.  Finally, opportunities around digital printing may offer a way, in coming years,

to duplicate precious physical objects to enable the experience of texture, weight and form.
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“Dry airless environments challenge us all. Objects behind glass and out of context are
difficult to engage with when attention spans are short .. Things should move and amaze
them...”
Artist

8. Links with ArtMachina

Art Machina is the subject of a separate Grants for the Arts bid from Daisi, with key partner

Coombeshead Academy and a range of other partners including schools, youth settings, cultural

organisations, digital businesses, and Further Education.  Art Machina aims to develop a community

of interest across Devon and Torbay to learn, share, support and develop young people-led visual

digital arts practice using current, innovative, digital making concepts and processes.

Art Machina outcomes include: building relationships between key partners in the region in creative,

digital innovation; sharing knowledge & skills; connecting young people to key players in creative,

digital innovation through R&D research & exchange; upskilling young people; creating progression

pathways to further training and creative employment;  connecting and mobilising digital creative

skill and confidence among young people, artists and educators.

If the Grants for the Arts bid is successful (we will know in early June 2016), a museums project will

build on Art Machina's work through Daisi and Reach South West forming a separate partnership in

16/17 to explore the creative digital potential of RSW collections.  This will connect to the above

anticipated outputs and outcomes from Art Machina, exploring the potential for extending the

concept of digital artists engaging with museum collections within schools and other contexts.

For more information about Art Machina, please see Appendix D.
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9. Relationship to Arts Award and Artsmark

Arts Award http://www.artsaward.org.uk/site/?id=64 inspires young people (up to age 25) to grow

their arts and leadership talents.  It's creative, valuable and accessible. Arts Award can fit around

young people's other commitments, and they can do their Arts Award wherever arts is happening

with young people, including youth clubs, arts centres, schools, colleges, theatres, museums or

community groups.

Artsmark http://www.artsmark.org.uk/ is Arts Council England's award designed to support schools'

commitment to high quality art and cultural education.  Schools, further education institutions and

youth justice settings can gain Artsmark at a range of levels including Artsmark, Silver, Gold, Platinum

and Flagship.  Artsmark was created to ensure that every child should have the opportunity to

create, compose and perform, as well as to visit, participate in and review extraordinary work. The

award helps schools to deliver a high quality arts and cultural education and provides an excellent

way of demonstrating this to their communities and to Ofsted.  Artsmark has been newly re-designed

by schools for schools, making it more relevant and straightforward.

There are massive opportunities for quality arts and cultural experiences inspired by museum

collections throughout the Artsmark process, with the Self Assessment looking at Leadership,

Curriculum Design, Professional Development, Pupil Engagement, Equality and Diversity, values and

Ethos, as well as the following 2 areas where museum partnerships are specifically mentioned:

• Range of Offer - the school can demonstrate a diverse and universal offer of wide-ranging,

high quality arts and culture experiences within and beyond the school day, such as...

museum visits, art gallery trips...

• Partnerships - schools can demonstrate that they understand the value of working with a

diverse range of partners to provide and deliver high quality arts and culture education

For more information about Arts Award and Artsmark, please see Appendix E.

http://www.artsaward.org.uk/site/
http://www.artsmark.org.uk/
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10. Conclusion

There is a perception amongst young people that museums are dusty and out of date.  This however

is an immediate reaction that is often not substantiated on further exploration.  An opportunity

exists for Museums to challenge this view through digital creativity.  Combining interaction with

ancient objects with creative uses of modern technology opens a door to invite young people to

revisit the museum on their own terms.

The many digital platforms readily available to young people today mean that research and

development work can easily be based around collections through physical visits and online access,

opening up the potential for the collection to be used as source of inspiration.

“I can envisage that we could use the museum as a springboard for digital creativity....(we
could develop work) that will display the qualities of the museum's collection”
Artist

The creative approaches used by artists help young people to access the collection in ways that are

meaningful and relevant.  Through sharing their research process young people can come to

understand how to use a collection as a point of inspiration.  This, combined with input from

Museum staff, builds access and understanding of the collection, making it a valuable resource.
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Appendix A: Action Research Framework, March 2016

Outcome/data required Indicative Questions for young people
CLUSTER ONE: RELATIONSHIP TO
MUSEUM

• Best spaces for working
• Relationship to SW Collections

Explorer Service (virtual collection)
• Role of museum staff

1. What are you first impressions of the museum/online
collection? (in first ten minutes)

2. Have you been to the museum before?
3. If so, who did you come with? School? Family?
4. How does it make you feel?
5. Is it interesting?
6. Follow up questions

CLUSTER TWO: RELATIONSHIP TO
MUSEUM ARTEFACTS

• How artefacts are selected
• How to engage with physical objects
• How to engage with representations

of physical objects
• How important is handling objects?

Working with artefacts rather than
images

1. How did you pick which object to work with?
2. What do you like about it?
3. Do you have ideas about how you might want to do

some art with it? Or do you just like it?
4. Have you seen anything like this before?
5. If you had more time, what would you like to do here?
6. Follow up questions

CLUSTER THREE: CREATIVE PROCESS
• What is potential creative process
• Relationship with artist
• What are points of inspiration –

artist/museum/young
people/educators

• Relationship between artist,
educator and young people

1. What do you think is special about working in the
museum to make art?

2. What have you learned about working with an artist?
3. What has been most inspiring thing you have seen

today?
4. Follow up questions

CLUSTER FOUR: CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES

• Potential barriers for young people
• Potential opportunities for ways of

working
• Potential challenges for ways of

working

1. What have you liked about working here today?
2. What haven’t you liked?
3. Do you think you might come again?
4. What do you think you could do here?
5. One thing that you liked best/one thing that you really

didn’t like
6. Follow up questions

CLUSTER FIVE: DESK RESEARCH
• Good practice elsewhere
• Access, distribution platforms and

licensing
• Connecting to Art Machina
• Arts Award relationship
• Options if Art Machina bid is

unsuccessful
• Relationship to RAMM and

Plymouth education programme
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Data collection methods

1. Observation
2. Informal conversations with young people (including first impressions)
3. Conversation with artist, teacher and (if present) museum staff at end of session
4. Flip chart comments and other paper means where and when appropriate

Workshops
1. Coding workshops at RAMM, Thursday 17th March

Artist Simon Belshaw
5 – 10 primary age children from the Maynard School
With two follow up workshops

2. At RAMM with students from Coombeshead College (23rd March, 9.45 – 2pm)
Artist Tony Minnion
Teachers Sam Eyre and Richard Marks
20 year 11 GCSE students
With follow up workshop

3. St Sidwell’s School using SW Collections Explorer Service (23rd March)
Artist Double Elephant (George Barron)
30 children, age 7 – 8
With follow up workshop
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Appendix B: Distribution Platforms and Licensing

Platforms

There are a number of digital platforms for digital artists to publish on. For example, anyone can set

up a project blog and update it with their own text and images. There are a number of free blogging

solutions such as Google’s Blogger platform or Wordpress. Users are also able to create their own

websites detailing their portfolio with ease. Artists working with video can release their work on

platforms such as www.youtube.com or www.vimeo.com. A number of digital arts projects can be

found on these platforms. Some projects may find that streaming live video is beneficial. Apps such

as periscope allow users to stream video via Twitter, with Twitter followers notified when a live

stream starts and users also able to search for streams by geographical area.

Fablab Devon offer a great network of resources for digital creators, coders and artists. The

resources offered through membership can help with networking, access to facilities and other

resources.

Additionally, Digital ExeterandDigital Plymouthhost regular networking meetings.

The Space is Arts Council England’s digital arts platform. Created in partnership with the BBC, the

mission of the Space is to develop, commission and host digital art across all art forms. Artists and

organisations are able to apply for commissions through an annual commissioning process.

Copyright and Licensing

An existing digital resource on a museum or galleries site will be offered under a license that governs

how you can interact with it. A number of museums are increasingly offering resources from their

website under a creative commons license for non-profit use. It is good practise to always check the

museum’s license policy. For example, the British Museum’s license policy is here and the V&A’s is

here.

Where an object from the collection does not currently exist in a digital format or you wish to use the

object for profit, the artist will need to engage with the museum to identify the license that the

object is under. Policy regarding taking photos of objects in museum collections can vary. Often some

galleries within a museum permit photography whilst others do not. Always check with staff before

www.youtube.com
www.vimeo.com
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taking photos! Artists are free to use photos for reference towards work. However, it is not possible

to use work directly unless the work is released under license or in the public domain. This ruling can

change from country to country but under best practise it is always of benefit to directly work with a

museum or gallery to clarify your intentions for your work.

The key factor that will influence copyright and licensing is usage – many licenses allow you to use

resources such as images for non-profit purposes. This can include education – both learning and

teaching. There are also occasional allowances for reproduction by charities as long as the print runs

are limited.

Releasing Work

Artists can release original work online with some protections. You could release your work under

copyright, restricting its use completely. Alternatively, you can share your work under a creative

commons license. There are a number of difference licenses that can make the work free for others

to view, download, adapt or share. However, under a creative commons license others are not

allowed to profit from your work. There are different types of creative commons licenses that will

differ depending on how you wish your work to be accessed.

3D printing resources can be offered under a series of different licenses – you can opt to share your

own 3D work using a site like https://www.thingiverse.com where you can also download the work

of other creators under license. Under the terms of the license, users are encouraged to recreate and

remix work before re-uploading for the use of the wider non-for-profit community.  However, if you

share a 3D scan of an existing object without permission from the copyright or license holder you

would be breaking the law.

www.thingiverse.com
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Appendix C: Examples of good practice in this area from elsewhere in the UK and globally

Digital Resources

Museum collections can provide many sources of inspiration for artists working in a variety of

formats and art forms.

It is common in museums to see artists sketching or photographing ideas for future reference.

Museum collections are invaluable for inspiring creative thinking and responses. With smartphones

being very common, there are no barriers for young people looking to create digital photo

documents of museum objects.

As part of the recent Daisi session with artist Tony Minnion, Coombeshead Academy students

documented items from the museum collection in a variety of ways, the most common being photos

taken with a phone. These photos are now serving as inspiration for the student’s future work,

allowing them to include elements from the museum’s collection within their GCSE work – these

ranged from the iridescence of butterfly wings in the insect collection to the patterns found on

fabrics from Victorian gowns. To this end, the students took photographs and reference sketches

from which to recreate elements into their own work. However, unless the object was available

within the handling collection it can prove difficult for visitors to get close enough to the image and

examine it thoroughly. There are a number of possible solutions for this.

For example, RAMM have recently worked with Devon’s Fablab to scan and 3D print a replica of a

Nigerian Omo Bell. The ability to create a 3D copy of a delicate artefact is great for artists wishing to

examine or create work based on objects within the collection without fear of damaging the original.

Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery utilised a digital version of their recently acquired sketchbook

from Sir Joshua Reynolds to allow visitors the chance to better explore the book and accompanying

The Influence of Italy project.

With the advent of 3D printing there also exists the option for museums and galleries to license and

share not only images of the collection but the digital scanning files, allowing users and artists

worldwide to potentially recreate, explore and re-assemble replicas of the museum’s work. The

British Museum have offered scans of some of their objects for 3D printing here. These scans offer a
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great resource for schools and students, offering the opportunity to download and print objects to

form a museum quality handling collection.

RAMM currently offers strong reference images of part of its collection through its digital resource,

the Exeter Time Trail - http://www.rammtimetrail.org.uk/ This site allows users to look at the history

of Exeter through images of selected items from RAMM’s collection. Users can add their items to a

digital scrapbook hosted on the site for quick reference. Additionally, the time trail can link with the

user’s location to highlight items of interest around the city, overlaying a map of the city and serving

as a resource for tours and investigation.

Digitised images and digital archives are key to the digital offer of museums and galleries. Museums

such as the British Museum have partnered with organisations such as Google to digitise their

objects, sharing images and information through a portal site. However without interactive

interpretation, museums risk failing to inspire young people. It was observed at the recent

Coombeshead Academy student session that some students felt that the museum was “not very

interactive” and that objects had too little text to explain their original purpose in life or how they

found their way within the museum’s collection.

The digital arts offer a variety of solutions to increase engagement. Given the proliferation of

connected devices such as smartphones and tablets, museums can offer referral services for specific

items. For example, QR codes have been used to offer users the opportunity to scan a code for more

information on recent Daisi projects with Teign Housing and in Daisi’s current First World War

exhibition of community art work on display in Exeter Library. By offering opt-in information such as

links to expanded explanatory text, moving or still images via QR code, users are invited to explore

projects or objects in more detail.

Young People Developing Digital Skills

Work by young people to create digital work in museums and galleries can be key to engaging them

with the space and collection. For example, in 2015 a project that to explore Plymouth’s Elizabethan

house museum using performance alongside digital resource was undertaken by Barbican Theatre.

Embedding the theatre’s young company at the heart of the Heritage Lottery Fund-funded project A

Blast from the Past; and Back Again the theatre created work that explored the history of the

building and surrounding area through both digital and physical performance means. The project

http://www.rammtimetrail.org.uk/
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built a legacy of digital resources that can be explored here: http://plymhearts.org/elizabethan-

house/whats-here/

The V&A offer Samsung digital classrooms, a series of events for young people to engage with the

museum’s space and collection through digital means whilst developing digital skills – these events

range from scanning objects to mapping spaces and creating virtual installations.

As part of Oxford Museums’ Aspire project, Apple iPads were used by young people visiting the

Ashmolean to create work that responded to the museum’s collection.

The work of the young people was later worked into a resource for schools to use, exploring the full

benefit of iPad use (specifically focusing on three apps: Pic Collage – for collecting and organising

photos for research, 123D Catch – for creating 3D object images and Brushes 3 – for drawing or

painting digitally, and manipulating and layering photos) to explore the museum and create work.

This resource was based on the direct experience of young people in using digital technology to

create work, embedding their experience at the heart of the museum’s education resources. The

museum now offers a series of videos and podcasts for schools and young people aimed at

developing their digital skills and experience.

Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery encourage school groups visiting the museum to explore

their collection through digital devices to add to a self-guided tour. Their website lists a number of

recommended apps that can be used to capture, re-imagine and deconstruct the collection.

Additionally students from across Plymouth have worked with PCMAG to create digital tools for use

within the museum.

This has ranged from creating digital video and image work for Plymouth Pictured: A City Through a

Lens (http://www.plymouth.gov.uk/plymouthpictured.htm)  to exhibition related digital audio files

allowing visitors to explore the work of Sir Charles Eastlake -

http://www.plymouth.gov.uk/eastlakeresources.htm as part of the Young Explainers programme -

http://www.plymouth.gov.uk/homepage/creativityandculture/museums/museumpcmag/artsandher

itageworkingwithothers/museumsyoungpeople/museumyoungexplainers.htm

http://plymhearts.org/elizabethan-
http://www.plymouth.gov.uk/plymouthpictured.htm
http://www.plymouth.gov.uk/eastlakeresources.htm
http://www.plymouth.gov.uk/homepage/creativityandculture/museums/museumpcmag/artsandher
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Augmented & Virtual Reality

Some museums have expanded upon this, offering augmented reality experiences. Augmented

reality allows for content-rich formats such as 3D images, video and audio to be superimposed over

the environment you are looking at. This is usually carried out by app on a smartphone or tablet.

Augmented reality can offer the user the ability to engage with objects in collections in a way that

aims to offer greater context. Augmented reality can allow reconstruction of large spaces or

creatures – you can point your phone screen at a ruined building with the screen showing the same

point in the building as it had once been. You could explore a skeleton with the phone showing the

animal in the flesh using apps like the Smithsonian’s augmented exploration of its Bone Hall with the

Skin and Bones iOS app– the video on the site shows the app in use to great effect! The British

Museum have offered augmented reality alongside projects such as Passport to the Afterlife which

offered young people the ability to explore 3D projections of ancient Egyptian artefacts as they were,

projected from the objects on display. Digital artists have also hidden augmented reality work in

major museums and galleries, responding to the collections around them.

Artists Sander Veenhof and Mark Skwarek placed uninvited work in New York’sMoMA in 2010and

the Venice Biennial in 2011 and alerted visitors to their work unbeknownst to curators and gallery

staff.  Visitors in the know would gain access to hidden work via apps on their phone, projecting

hidden work around the work on display. There is also the option to explore a museum’s collection

through virtual reality headsets. The British Museum have offered virtual tours of objects powered

by headsets such as the Samsung Gear VR. As a series of VR headsets reach the consumer market in

2016, digital artists will be able to take advantage of this by offering virtual explorations of objects

and places. One of the key differences between virtual reality and augmented reality is one of

location – in virtual reality visitors will not need to be present and can explore objects and places

from anywhere. The British Museum used VR headsets to create a Saxon Roundhouse that users

could walk around and interact with. Digital artists may explore and respond to a museum’s

collection by offering their artwork through other means.

One example of this is Blast Theory’s Ghost Writer project that accompanied the re-opening of

RAMM. By offering an audio soundtrack, Blast Theory were able to augment the user’s experience of

the museum through an updated version of the traditional museum tour.
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In 2014, Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery worked with Plymouth College of Art’s Design for

Games students and Dartmoor National Park to create a digital recreation of the Whitehorse Hill

historical site. The students worked to create playable interpretations of the landscape at

Whitehorse Hill, using digital techniques to create immersive ways of exploring the context of the

artefacts that were exhibited. - http://www.plymouthart.ac.uk/latest/blog/design-for-games-

students-working-with-plymouth-museum-for-whitehorse-hill

Playable Collections

Additional levels of interactivity have been offered in projects such as the V&A’s Strawberry Thief

iPad game. The result of a games designer-in-residency project in partnership with Abertay

University, the Strawberry Thief game offers a way to explore one specific object in the museum’s

collection – a William Morris design. Game designer Sophia George created a game allowing the

player to play the part of the eponymous strawberry thief bird, allowing the player to search a virtual

version of the print in search of materials with which they can paint the material. By offering the

opportunity for users to explore a museum’s collection through play, the opportunities for

engagement are increased and diversified.

With more and more young people learning to code at clubs, this project shows the potential of a

single museum object for artistic inspiration and interaction and reinterpretation. Events such as

coding jams invite people to respond to a single object or idea. Getty Museum annually host

Gettyjam - inviting student coders to collaborate and explore the museum as a game space, creating

digital gaming work over one weekend inspired by the museum and its collection. Initially working

with museum staff to tour the museum, the students then collaboratively create games and digital

projects based around interpreting the space.

Playable projects have been pioneered in recent years by Bristol Watershed’s Playable City projects.

Initially based in Bristol but now expanding worldwide, the concept of the playable city offers the

opportunity to transform an urban space by offering greater engagement through digital means.

People are encouraged to play and interact with digital elements that pop up across the city. This

concept creates a transformative framework whereby digital artists are able to embed their work in a

city via projections, embedded projects and interactive digital elements. Recent projects have

included Hello Lamp Post, a project that allows people to interact and communicate with static

objects such as lampposts and post boxes by texting and receiving messages via codes left on the

objects. The potential applications for exploring and interacting with museum collections in a similar

http://www.plymouthart.ac.uk/latest/blog/design-for-games-
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manner are many. As each object in a museum’s collection has a story, digital methods such as that

demonstrated by Hello Lamp Post offer an opportunity for the visitor to engage with that narrative.

Another Playable City project is Urbanimals, a project that projected interactive 3D animals in to the

city at night. This project aimed to “…make people touch, smell, focus on, and analyse the city-scape;

and teach them to use its elements in more creative ways allowing people to consciously perceive

their environment and re-discover it in a novel way.” By adapting the framework from a playable city

to a playable museum and inviting artists to explore the collection, it is possible to both enhance the

user experience and embed the museum’s collection at the heart of a creative digital process.

Urbanimals was powered by a commercial 3D rendering engine called Unity – traditionally used to

create video games, such engines can be utilised by digital artists to create and power user driven

experiences. This is just one example of how play can increase interaction and engage with people.

Creating Digital Work

The journey and design process of creating digital work is well documented in Nesta’s Making Digital

Work toolkit. The value and impact of digital work can be explored by applying existing audience

data to the toolkit’s resources, exploring impacts on audience members and stakeholders.

Organisations are increasingly starting to offer digital artists in residence with recent examples from

the Science Museum, V&A and BBC Radio. By embedding digital artists at the heart of an

organisation or inviting artists to engage with existing resources, organisations can create an

enhanced experience for users and artists.

Artists Working with Museums

The Heritage Lottery Fund recently hosted a discussion about the importance of museums and artists

working together. Details of the discussion can be found here with topics including best practise and

a key manifesto for museums and artists looking to collaborate.

Of specific interest is the digital video capturing artist Alice Shirley creating work inspired by the

Natural History Museum’s Giant Squid. Whilst not a digital artwork, the video is a good document of

the possibility of digitally capturing and sharing the process of artists working with and within

museums and their collection.
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Appendix D: Links with Art Machina

Art Machina is the subject of a separate Grants for the Arts bid from Daisi, with key partner

Coombeshead Academy and a range of other partners including schools, youth settings, cultural

organisations, digital businesses, and Further Education.  Art Machina aims to develop a community

of interest across Devon and Torbay to learn, share, support and develop young people-led visual

digital arts practice using current, innovative, digitalmaking concepts and processes.

Art Machina outputs will include 2 & 3D artworks such as paintings, digital paintings,

photographs, gif animations, films, sculptures & installations which are created:

• with innovative processes involving digital tools, apps and smartphone technology with, or in

place of, traditional media (e.g. digital drawing, image manipulation (photoshop, gimp, CNC)

as part of the making process

• with coding or data (e.g. Arduino, Raspberry Pi, Pure Data so artwork is affected by the

environment/ data / actuated by computation

Art Machina outcomes include: building relationships between key partners in the region in creative,

digital innovation; sharing knowledge & skills; connecting young people to key players in creative,

digital innovation through R&D research & exchange; upskilling young people; creating progression

pathways to further training and creative employment;  connecting and mobilising digital creative

skill and confidence among young people, artists and educators.

Art Machina aims to address the disjoint between contemporary artistic practice, where digital

media is a vital tool in the creative process; and ‘art’ as currently experienced by

young people. It will pilot projects with groups of young people in Devon and Torbay, evaluate,

deliver training for a wider group of artists and young people’s

practitioners, and publicly exhibit art work produced, as well as develop an online

toolkit.

If the Grants for the Arts bid is successful (we will know in early June 2016), a museums project will

build on Art Machina's work through Daisi and Reach South West forming a separate partnership in

16/17 to explore the creative digital potential of RSW collections.  This will connect to the above
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anticipated outputs and outcomes from Art Machina, exploring the potential for extending the

concept of digital artists engaging with museum collections within schools and other contexts.

Within this Art Machina framework there are many options for links to a separate partnership with

Reach South West.  For example, using the model of Art Machina's R&D groupings, equivalent groups

can be set up with the specific brief of working with museum collections.  Equally, equivalent pilot

projects with schools and young people's settings can be devised, or potentially some of Art

Machina's projects can be enlarged and their scope enhanced by incorporating the objectives of the

museum project.  There will be considerable opportunity for shared training between the projects

(for teachers, youth leaders, and artists), and for the museums to be digital and or physical exhibition

venues, and for their websites to link to the on-line Art Machina resource.

The Art Machina community of artists who will be grown through the project will also provide a

skilled-up resource for on-going work in this field between young people and the museums.

In developing the Art Machina bid, a key feature has been partnership and collaboration.  A number

of consultations have been undertaken, and the project's development has very much been

anchored to the community of interest who will participate.  Should the current bid to ACE be

unsuccessful, Daisi and partners are committed to finding other ways for Art Machina to happen:

because the community has told us that there is a need, a will, and a strong level of commitment to

support. For example, the Art Machina launch is in place at the Devon Art Teachers Conference at

the National Trust's Castle Drogo on 17th June 2016.  This event has a 'by the network for the

network' ethos, in line with Art Machina's ethos, and will involve the project's main young people's

setting partners.  This event will take place irrespective of the success of the bid.  Alongside this, a

scaled-down version of the components of Art Machina could take place within the proposed

contribution of the Reach SW MPM.  The timing of this could be co-ordinated alongside the Art

Machina Grants for the Arts bid being amended and re-submitted, or bids to alternative funders

being made.  If those plans were also unsuccessful, the museum project could become the spearhead

for the work, with elements of the originally planned Art Machina taking place as and when they can

be resourced.

Another option for creating the opportunity for elements of work to happen, alongside the above, is

to incorporate it into activities and projects that Daisi is already doing.  For example, Daisi has a

workstream which we call 'school projects', for which schools pay.  Within this workstream we can

design specific offers, which if they appeal strongly enough to school objectives we have found they
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can become viable as projects with small, or sometimes no, additional funding or subsidy.  For

example, with Daisi's Banners in the Cathedral project in 2012, over 60 schools took part in

workshops, professional development, and a major exhibition through this workstream.
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Appendix E: Relationship to Arts Award and Artsmark

Artsmark http://www.artsmark.org.uk/ is Arts Council England's award designed to support schools'

commitment to high quality art and cultural education.  Schools, further education institutions and

youth justice settings can gain Artsmark at a range of levels including Artsmark, Silver, Gold, Platinum

and Flagship.  Artsmark was created to ensure that every child should have the opportunity to

create, compose and perform, as well as to visit, participate in and review extraordinary work. The

award helps schools to deliver a high quality arts and cultural education and provides an excellent

way of demonstrating this to their communities and to Ofsted.  Artsmark has been newly re-designed

by schools for schools, making it more relevant and straightforward.

Gaining an Artsmark award involves a process, beginning with a Self Assessment exercise followed by

attending a Development Day and drafting a Statement of Commitment.  This statement, which must

have full involvement of senior management, becomes the school's key arts planning document and

will tie in to the overarching aims of the school's strategy.  The school also captures their learning in

an Artsmnark Case Study, which is informed by consideration of the ACE Quality Principles for work

with children and young people http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/quality-metrics/quality-principles

One of the priorities of ACE is to raise the standard of work being produced by, with and for children

and young people.  The Quality Principles, devised and tested by a range of arts and cultural

organisations, underpin high quality work.  When looking at the findings of this Daisi report, rich

opportunity for incorporating the 7 Quality Principles into young people-led work with museum

collections can clearly be seen.

There are massive opportunities for quality arts and cultural experiences inspired by museum

collections throughout the Artsmark process, with the Self Assessment looking at Leadership,

Curriculum Design, Professional Development, Pupil Engagement, Equality and Diversity, values and

Ethos, as well as the following 2 areas where museum partnerships are specifically mentioned:

• Range of Offer - the school can demonstrate a diverse and universal offer of wide-ranging,

high quality arts and culture experiences within and beyond the school day, such as...

museum visits, art gallery trips...

• Partnerships - schools can demonstrate that they understand the value of working with a

diverse range of partners to provide and deliver high quality arts and culture education

http://www.artsmark.org.uk/
http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/quality-metrics/quality-principles
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ACE have a national target of 50% of schools holding Artsmark by 2018.

Arts Award http://www.artsaward.org.uk/site/?id=64 inspires young people (up to age 25) to grow

their arts and leadership talents.  It's creative, valuable and accessible. Arts Award can fit around

young people's other commitments, and they can do their Arts Award wherever arts is happening

with young people, including youth clubs, arts centres, schools, colleges, theatres, museums or

community groups.

The award can be achieved at Discover, Explore, Bronze, Silver or Gold levels, each of which allows

them to focus on a single art form or a range of different ones.  Young people end up with a portfolio

or arts log that shows off their creativity and gives them a recognised national qualification or award

to put on their CV.  Young people are absolutely at the centre of their Arts award, which is about

reflecting on an individual journey, and collecting evidence in any format: a folder, sketchbook, video

diary, a website, a blog.

There are a number of digital platforms available within the award's significant body of web

resources, such as http://www.artsawardvoice.com/, a youth-led online magazine, open blogging

platform and space to promote events and opportunities for young creatives,  and

http://www.artsawardvoice.com/magazine/articles/artsbox-the-new-digital-portfolio, a digital

portfolio space for Arts Award.

To do their Arts Award, a young person will need an Adviser, a trained adult who signposts the young

person to their arts experiences and supports their documentation.  The Adviser may be based at

school, in a youth setting, or in an arts or cultural organisation.

Organisations, including museums, can become badged as Arts Award Supporters

https://www.artsawardsupporter.com/ which demonstrates that they offer activities, events,

expertise or resources which help young people working towards their Arts Award.  Being a

Supporter helps these organisations to develop links with young people, schools and youth groups.

Arts Award is managed by Trinity College London in association with Arts Council England. Employers

and colleges recognise it as proof of young people's skills and commitment.

There is enormous scope for young people to work with the museum, its collections and staff for

their Arts Award, either individually / independently, or through the partnership between their

http://www.artsaward.org.uk/site/
http://www.artsawardvoice.com/
http://www.artsawardvoice.com/magazine/articles/artsbox-the-new-digital-portfolio
www.artsawardsupporter.com/
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setting and the museum.  With the inclusivity of the award, and it's well looked after and regularly

innovated on-line presence and tools, there is particular scope for young people working on digital

art inspired by the collections.


